We consider the Born-Infeld type extension of (non-)critical gravity which is higher curvature gravity on Anti de-Sitter space with specific combinations of scalar curvature and Ricci tensor. This theory may also be viewed as a natural extension of three-dimensional Born-Infeld new massive gravity to arbitrary dimensions. We show that this extension is consistent with holographic c-theorem and scalar graviton modes are absent in this theory. After showing that ghost modes in the theory can be truncated consistently by appropriate boundary conditions, we argue that the theory is classically equivalent to Einstein gravity at the non-linear level. Black hole solutions are discussed in the view point of the full non-linear classical equivalence between the theory and Einstein gravity. Holographic entanglement entropy in the theory is also briefly commented on.
Introduction
Holographic principle [1] is expected to be deeply related to the fundamental nature of quantum gravity. Though its original insight is based on the semi-classical black hole physics, it is regarded as the fundamental principle of gravity. Based upon the spectacular progress in string theory, this principle is realized concretely as the Anti de-Sitter/Conformal Field Theory(AdS/CFT) correspondence [2] which relates d-dimensional field theory to gravity or string theory on (d + 1)-dimensional AdS space. According to this correspondence the large 't Hooft coupling in field theory corresponds to small curvature scale in gravity. This opens up opportunities to study nonperturbative physics in field theory through gravity. In this regard, another interesting point in the correspondence is that the energy scale in field theory corresponds to the extra-dimension in gravity. This leads to the realization of renormalization group(RG) flow in the holographic setup, which is far to reach in the traditional perturbative approach. On physical ground it is natural that degrees of freedom are decreased along RG flow since RG flow is a coarse graining process in quantum field theory. However, it has been known to be very difficult to realize this intuitive picture concretely in continuum field theory except some special cases. One of these special cases is the famous Zamolodchikov c-theorem in two dimensional field theory [3] , which says that the central charge decreases along RG flow. After the advent of the AdS/CFT correspondence there are various holographic studies about RG flow in higher dimensions, in particular about holographic c-theorem and its implication [4] .
In recent years there are some interests in higher derivative gravity with several motivations. One motivation in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence is to investigate the next order corrections in the large 't Hooft coupling by higher derivative gravity. In this usual approach, higher derivative terms are treated as small corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert term. This is the usual strategy in string theory since stringy corrections are small at low energy. However, if one consider higher derivative terms as taking non-small contributions, these are plagued by ghosts which signal the deficiency of the theory. To avoid ghost problem in this case, one usually focus on two derivative higher curvature gravity like Gauss-Bonnet or Lovelock gravity. These higher curvature gravities or their related cousins of the effective two derivatives nature played important roles in seeing c-theorem holographically [5] .
The situation is different in three-dimensional gravity since the usual Einstein gravity has no propagating degrees of freedom in this case. Through the study of higher derivative terms in three-dimensional topologically massive gravity [6] on AdS space, it has been recognized that the fall-off boundary conditions are important to characterize higher derivative theories. Concretely speaking, it was found that by adding higher derivative terms, the central charge of dual CFT may vanish at the special value of the coefficient of higher derivative terms. In this case by taking different fall-off boundary conditions in bulk gravity, boundary dual CFTs are characterized differently. These specifications are now coined as chiral/log gravity conjectures [7] .
Along the line of these developments four-dimensional critical gravity is proposed as the analogue of chiral/log gravity or critical new massive gravity [8] on three-dimensional AdS space, which contains squared Weyl tensor as a higher derivative term. When the coefficient of the Weyl tensor term is chosen appropriately, massless gravitons have zero excitation energy and mass of AdS-Schwarzschild black holes vanishes [9] . Since the linearized equations of motion for gravitons in critical gravity takes the squared form of those in Einstein gravity, unwanted massive ghost modes are absent. Instead, there are ghost-like log modes which fall off more slowly than massless graviton modes but which may be unseparated with massless modes.
Another interesting recent development in higher curvature gravity is the claim that fourdimensional conformal gravity on AdS space with appropriate boundary conditions is equivalent to Einstein gravity on the same space at the classical but non-linear level [10] . It was argued that by appropriate boundary conditions, ghosts can be truncated consistently or Einstein solutions are chosen consistently among all possible solutions. Subsequently, through linear analysis on graviton modes, non-critical gravity is introduced as the extension of critical gravity by relaxing the condition on the coupling of the Weyl tensor squared term [11] . In this theory, when the coupling of higher derivative terms is chosen appropriately, massive ghost modes fall off more slowly than massless graviton modes while decoupled from massless modes. Then, massive ghost modes can be truncated consistently by boundary conditions.
Recently, non-critical gravity is shown to be equivalent to Einstein gravity by using auxiliary field formalism [12] . To derive this equivalence in the framework of the AdS/CFT correspondence the Gibbons-Hawking boundary terms as well as the bulk Lagrangian are shown to be reduced to those in Einstein gravity by the consistent choice of subset among all possible solutions in non-critical gravity. More recently, four-dimensional non-critical gravity is extended to arbitrary dimensions and the equivalence between this theory and Einstein gravity on AdS space is verified in various setups at the non-linear level [13] .
In this paper, we construct the Born-Infeld type (non-)critical gravity which is a natural extension of curvature quadratic (non-)critical gravity. This theory may also be viewed as a natural extension of three-dimensional Born-Infeld new massive gravity [14] to arbitrary dimensions. After its introduction, we show that the theory is consistent with holographic ctheorem. This consistency with holographic c-theorem may be taken as a beneficial guideline or constraint for the extension of curvature quadratic (non-)critical gravity to even higher curvature gravity, as was shown in three-dimensional case [15] . And then, through linear analysis we verify the absence of scalar graviton modes and find the range of the coupling of higher derivative terms to truncate ghosts consistently. Using these results, we argue that this theory is equivalent to Einstein gravity at the non-linear classical level. To see the full non-linear equivalence, black hole solutions and their some properties are also discussed. In the line of this, we briefly comment on the method to compute holographic entanglement entropy [16] of the theory.
Born-Infeld Gravity
Non-critical gravity was introduced as a specific curvature quadratic gravity on AdS space after the truncation of ghosts by appropriate boundary conditions, which is shown to be equivalent to Einstein gravity. More explicitly, curvature quadratic part consists only of scalar curvature square and Ricci tensor square terms with specific coefficients. It is natural question to ask there are even higher curvature (non-)critical gravity with similar properties. In the following, we consider the critical case simultaneously, in which ghost-like log-modes might be included.
The hint for the extension of (non-)critical gravity to even higher curvature gravity comes from three-dimensional new massive gravity(NMG) which was extended to even higher curvature gravity theory and named as R n -NMG and BI-NMG [14] [15] [17] . As in the case of three-dimensional NMG, the extension to even higher curvature gravity may be controlled by requiring the existence of a simple central charge flow function. However, it is obvious that it becomes harder to restrict higher curvature couplings in higher dimensions by a single function. Nevertheless, the consistency with simple holographic c-theorem may be taken as a crucial guideline for the extension.
In this section we introduce the Born-Infeld type extension of D-dimensional (non-)critical gravity, which we call simply Born-Infeld(BI) gravity. After the introduction of BI gravity, it is shown to satisfy holographic c-theorem, which is the first consistency check for the theory. Now, let us consider the following D-dimensional action for BI gravity
where σ takes +1 or −1 and
We take parameters m 2 and ℓ 2 as real valued ones and their range is constrained only by allowance of AdS space. In the following the constant p is taken as
which turns out to be a natural choice consistent with simple holographic c-theorem. Furthermore, this choice of the value of p leads, expanded in powers of 1/m 2 , to various known (non)-critical gravities as was shown in the following. When D = 3, the above action is identical with the one for BI-NMG up to some conventions.
Equations of motion expression, defined by E µν ≡ (2κ 2 / √ −g)δS BI /δg µν , is given by
where we have defined
Our convention is such that the equations of motion are read as E µν = T µν when matters are coupled with the energy-momentum tensor convention
Whenever the fractional power of the determinant expression is ill-defined, one should regard it as a formal expression which may have a concrete meaning after it is expanded in terms of G µ ν /m 2 . Using the Taylor series expansion of the determinant expression, one can see that a few leading terms in the action are given by
Note that the leading Lagrangian is nothing but the one in Einstein gravity and the Lagrangian up to L 2 coincides with the one in noncritical gravity given in [13] 1 .
One can easily check that AdS space is allowed as the vacuum solution in BI gravity with
The radius L of AdS space is determined in terms of the parameters m 2 and ℓ 2 in the Lagragian by the relation
which comes from the equations of motion E µν = 0. Clearly, the relation is the generalization of the three-dimensional BI-NMG case to the D-dimensional one. Expanding in powers of 1/m 2 L 2 , one obtains
which reproduces the relation among parameters in the corresponding Lagrangian at each expansion order.
It is very convenient to introduce a useful quantity a, which appears repeatedly in the following, as
Then, A and B tensors on AdS space are given simply bȳ
Before verifying the consistency of BI gravity with holographic c-theorem, let us derive the so-called A-type trace anomaly, a * d of even d-dimensional CFT dual to BI gravity. One of the easiest way to compute this quantity is the evaluation of the on-shell Lagrangian on AdS space [20] [5], which is given in our convention as
One may note that the final result is simply proportional to the one in Einstein gravity with factor σa p . This is the first indication of the non-linear equivalence of BI gravity and Einstein gravity with rescaled Newton's constant, κ 2 /σa p and substituted cosmological constant, L.
In two derivative gravity, the holographic realization of RG flow between two conformal points in dual d-dimensional field theory is given by the AdS kink geometry [4] [5] . Following this realization, let us consider the following geometry on
Its non-vanishing curvature tensor components are given by
where the prime denotes the differentiation with respect to the radial coordinate r. Note that conformal point of dual field theory or corresponding AdS space is represented by A(r) = r. Non-trivial RG flow is realized by a certain function A(r) connecting two AdS spaces, for which some additional matter action S mat needs to be introduced.
For computational purpose, introduce functions C(r) and C 0 (r) as
which become constants on AdS space as
In terms of these functions, the values of A tensor, det A and B tensor for the above metric are given by
One may note that
Now, let us introduce a central charge flow function as
which would represent the flow of central charge along RG trajectory of CFT dual to BI gravity. The adequacy of this choice of the central charge function comes from two points. First, this function on AdS space coincides with the holographic representation of the A-type trace anomaly in even d-dimensional field theory (and its odd d-dimensional counterpart), which is given in our convention as
Second, this function, when expanded in powers of 1/m 2 L 2 , reduces to the known form in the case of noncritical gravity [13] 
To address holographic c-theorem in this setup, one needs to evaluate a ′ (r) d and see its monotonic property. By a straightforward calculation one can see that equations of motion with matters gives us
Some comments are in order. Since BI gravity is higher derivative theory, it is not guaranteed that A ′′ appears only as the overall factor in the above expression. Indeed, there are various terms in the form of A ′ A ′′′ , A ′′2 , A ′2 A ′′2 , etc in each expression of E µν . In the above combination of E t t and E r r , various such terms are completely canceled and the final expression takes very similar form in Einstein gravity. It is interesting to note that even the combination contains infinite number of derivatives as can be seen by expanding C p−1 in powers of 1/m 2 L 2 .
In the end, one can check that the monotonic property of this function comes from the null energy condition on matters, T t t − T r r ≤ 0:
which shows us that BI gravity is consistent with the simple form of holographic c-theorem. This is one of nice properties of BI gravity. (See [21] for some related discussions in the three-dimensional BI-NMG case).
One may note that the central charge flow function is proportional to the one in Einstein gravity with simple factor σC p . Since RG flow or central charge function flow may be regarded as non-linear characteristics, this simple proportionality at the level of the central charge flow function between BI gravity and Einstein gravity is a strong indication for the equivalence of two theories at the non-linear level.
Linear Analysis
In this section we perform linear analysis of BI gravity to show that potentially dangerous scalar graviton modes are absent in BI gravity [9] , which was one of important ingredients to define critical gravity in four dimensions. And then, we show that one can truncate massive ghost modes consistently from massless graviton modes by boundary conditions just like non-critical gravity [12] [13] . By supplementing this linear analysis with the consistency with holographic c-theorem in the previous section we argue that BI gravity is classically equivalent Einstein gravity at the non-linear level.
The absence of scalar graviton modes is one of minimum requirements for BI gravity to be equivalent to Einstein gravity at low energy. To see the absence of scalar graviton modes of BI gravity, let us expand metric around a background metricḡ µν as
Then, the linearized Ricci tensor is given by
where h denotes the contraction with the background metricḡ µν and∇ is covariant derivative with respect toḡ µν . From now on, the background geometry is taken as AdS space.
Using the diffeomorphism invariance, one may choose the gauge∇ ν h νµ =∇ µ h. Under this gauge choice the linearized expression of A tensor is given by
and the linearized expression of B tensor is given by
It is interesting to note that the linearized expression of B tensor on AdS space contains only two derivatives on h µν , which brings the linearized equations of motions into quartic differential equations. This contrasts with the fact that B tensor generically contains infinite number of derivatives at the non-linear level.
After some calculation, one can obtain the linearized expression of contracted equations of motion as
which shows us that the scalar graviton modes are decoupled and transverse traceless gauge can be taken.
Since the absence of scalar graviton modes is established, let us turn to ghost modes. In the transverse and traceless gauge,∇ µ h µν = h = 0, one can show that the linearized equations of motion, δE µν = 0 are given in the following quartic form
This quartic differential equation shows us that there exist massless and massive modes which are decoupled at the linear level. On general ground one can see that one of them should be ghosts. We take σ appropriately such that massive modes become ghosts. Since the linearization and the expansion in powers of 1/m 2 L 2 do not commute, the above linear wave equation, when expanded in power of 1/m 2 L 2 , does not reduce to the one in curvature quadratic (non-)critical gravity. Now, we would like to specify BI gravity by restricting the parameter m 2 . Critical BI gravity is defined by the condition M 2 = 0 or a = 0. In terms of parameters m 2 and ℓ 2 , the critical point is given by
which belongs to the regime m 2 , ℓ 2 > 0. At this critical point the quartic differential equation becomes degenerate and then log modes appear instead of massive ghost modes. Furthermore, one can see that the A-type trace anomaly, a * d of even d-dimensional dual CFT and its cousin in odd dimensions vanish at this point. All these are the analogues of curvature quadratic critical gravity 2 and signal the null content of critical BI gravity when log modes, which might be mixed with massless modes, are truncated.
To define consistent non-critical BI gravity, we should truncate unwanted ghosts. As in curvature quadratic non-critical gravity, massive ghost modes can be truncated consistently by appropriate boundary conditions since massive ghost modes fall off more slowly than massless modes as far as M 2 < 0, while the classical instability by tachyons may be avoided when M 2 is above Breitenlohner-Freedman bound [23] , M 2 > −(D − 1) 2 /4L 2 . Thus, we take the range of coupling m 2 in the non-critical case as
After ghost modes are truncated, non-critical BI gravity describes massless gravitons just like Einstein gravity. This linear equivalence supplemented by the consistency with holographic c-theorem strongly suggests that non-critical BI gravity is classically equivalent to Einstein gravity at the full non-linear level. In the next section we test this non-linear equivalence through black hole solutions.
Black Hole Solutions and Their Properties
where M (Einstein) denotes mass of AdS-Schwarzschild black holes in Einstein gravity.
One may try to check this result on mass of black holes by the Euclidean action formalism. First, one can see that the on-shell bulk Euclidean action on AdS-Schwarzschild black holes (or in fact on any Einstein space) is given by
which shows us that the on-shell bulk Euclidean action is proportional to that of Einstein gravity. To compute mass of black holes in the Euclidean action formalism, one also needs to obtain the on-shell Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term which is not yet known in BI gravity. Now, let us assume that the one-shell boundary action on AdS-Schwarzschild black holes is given by the corresponding one in Einstein gravity with the same factor, σa p , in the bulk action 3 . Then, the on-shell Euclidean action on AdS-Schwarzschild black holes in BI gravity, after an appropriate subtraction by counter terms or background AdS space, is simply proportional to that in Einstein gravity: I E (BI) = σa p I E (Einstein). As a result, one can obtain mass of AdS-Schwarzschild black holes in BI gravity as
Conversely, this can be interpreted as the check of our assumption about the on-shell GibbonsHawking-York boundary term or the verification of the relation I E (BI) = σa p I E (Einstein), if mass of black holes is regarded as already determined by black hole thermodynamics.
All the above results for AdS-Schwarzschild black holes are consistent with the claim on the non-linear equivalence between BI gravity and Einstein gravity at the classical level.
Conclusion
We have constructed BI gravity as the extension of (non-)critical gravity, which may also be viewed as the extension of BI-NMG. In the framework of the AdS/CFT correspondence, we showed that BI gravity is consistent with holographic c-theorem. Through linear analysis we also showed that scalar graviton modes are absent and massive ghost modes can be truncated consistently by boundary conditions. By combining various ingredients we argued that BI gravity at non-critical point is classically equivalent to Einstein gravity at the non-linear level. The way to compute HEE in BI gravity is also proposed consistently with this equivalence.
There are many ways to elaborate on BI gravity. First of all, there are some missing elements in BI gravity compared to curvature quadratic (non-)critical gravity. One interesting missing element is the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term of BI gravity, which is crucial for welldefined variational principle with boundary. In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence this is also important for determining the stress tensor of dual CFT. Anther missing point is the absence of the auxiliary field method, which is very useful to justify the non-linear equivalence more convincingly.
Though we have showed that mass of AdS-Schwarzschild black holes in BI gravity is given by the corresponding one in Einstein gravity up to a factor, it would be very interesting to obtain mass of AdS-Schwarzschild black holes in BI gravity as conserved charge, for instance, by using Abbott-Deser-Tekin approach [27] .
Another interesting question about BI gravity is to investigate its relation to counter terms in (D + 1)-dimensional gravity as was the case in three-dimensional BI-NMG [28] . Though there are various undetermined parameters in counter term actions [28] , these actions seem to be different from BI gravity action in this paper except the three dimensional case. In counter term actions, the absence of scalar graviton is not so clear and the consistency with holographic c-theorem is not guaranteed, either. However, since there are some open possibilities to determine counter term actions, it would be interesting to study further the relation between counter terms and BI gravity.
It is also interesting to verify or improve our proposal for HEE computation in BI gravity, since there is no generic prescription for HEE computation. The study on the gauge/fluid correspondence and Rényi entropy in BI gravity is also an interesting future direction. It is also interesting to find some solutions in BI gravity following BI-NMG case [29] [30].
In the long run, it would be very interesting to find some ways to confirm the classical equivalence between BI gravity and Einstein gravity and to understand better the meaning of the consistency of a certain gravity theory with holographic c-theorem in general.
